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Analysis of electrocatalyst degradation in PEMFC caused
by cell reversal during fuel starvation
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Abstract

The damage caused by cell reversal during proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) operation with fuel starvation was investigated
by a single cell experiment. The samples from degraded membrane–electrode assemblies (MEAs) were characterized. Chemical analysis of
the anode catalyst layer of MEA samples by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) clearly showed ruthenium dissolution from the anode
catalyst particles. Severe ruthenium loss was observed especially in the fuel outlet region. A reduced carbon monoxide (CO) tolerance was
found by CO stripping voltammetry and measurement of deteriorated the fuel cell performance. Surface area loss of the cathode platinum
by sintering was also detected by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis and cyclic voltammetry.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are
promising power sources for electrically powered vehicles
and distributed power generation in the near future[1,2].
Small-sized PEMFCs (micro-fuel cells) have also been de-
veloped for powering cordless electronic equipment such
as laptop computers, cellular phones, power tools, and so
on [3].

Reliability and life are the most important considerations
in such power sources. However, failure modes for PEM fuel
cells are not well documented and degradation causes and
mechanisms are not fully understood[4]. There are some
factors known to affect the life of PEM fuel cells. The mass
transport properties degrade as a result of the accumulation
of excess water in the gas diffusion pores[4,5]. Platinum
particle sintering in carbon black supported platinum (Pt/C)
catalysts can be seen during cell operation[6]. Impurity
ions affect the membrane proton conductivity and oxygen
reduction kinetics[5,7,8]. In this study, we focus on fuel
starvation as a significant problem during PEMFC operation.

It is possible that one or more membrane–electrode as-
semblies (MEAs) in a stack, or even a complete stack in a
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multi-stack system, will show a reverse in polarity during
fuel cell operation. Various circumstances can result in a
fuel cell being driven into voltage reversal by other cells in
the series stack. Irreversible damage may be caused to the
MEAs by such cell reversal incidents. The most damaging
source of cell reversal is reactant starvation, an inadequate
supply of fuel, of the MEA at the anode[9]. Fuel and oxi-
dant starvation can occur during a sudden change in reactant
demand such as start-up and load change.

There are some reports about a reactant starvation prob-
lem in phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC)[10–12]. In the early
1990s, Mitsuda and Murahashi studied the changes in the
electrode potential in the plane of PAFC under reactant star-
vation conditions for the Moonlight Project in Japan. This
work made it clear that there is a polarization distribution
in the horizontal plane of PAFC electrodes by experiment
using a single cell equipped with multi-reference electrodes
[11,12]. As for the PEMFC, Sanyo Electric reported per-
formance degradation caused by reactant starvation in a na-
tional R&D project on PEMFC[13]. There is, however, no
literature dealing with the detailed analysis of MEA degra-
dation in a PEMFC under reactant starvation condition. Es-
pecially cell reversal can produce severe damage to PEM
electrodes and it is necessary to clarify the phenomena oc-
curring in the electrocatalyst. In this study, the characteri-
zation of MEAs before and after cell reversal experiment
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was carried out using high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), nanosize-energy dispersive X-ray anal-
ysis (nano-EDX), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
and electrochemical methods. Especially, this work provides
a first attempt of TEM nanostructural characterization and
nanochemical analysis of each catalyst particle in the dam-
aged catalyst layer of MEA samples created by the diamond
knife ultramicrotomy technique.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of MEA

Electrodes for the PEMFC were prepared from a 40 wt.%
carbon black supported platinum electrocatalyst (John-
son Matthey) for the cathode or 30 wt.% Pt/C/15 wt.%
Ru/C electrocatalyst (Johnson Matthey) for the anode
and a Nafion® solution (5 wt.% solution, E.I. DuPont de
Nemours and Company). Catalyst ink was prepared by
adding Nafion® solution with isopropyl alcohol to the elec-
trocatalyst powder. The resulting ink was applied on the
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sheet followed by drying
and transferred to proton exchange membrane, Nafion® 117
(7 mil thick and 1100 EW sulfonic acid form, DuPont) by
hot-pressing in order to manufacture a membrane–electrode
assembly. Nafion® content of electrodes were 15 wt.%. The
pretreatment of Nafion® membrane was carried out with
hydrogen peroxide and 1 mol/l H2SO4 aqueous solution.
Wet-proofed carbon paper (TGPH 060, Toray) was used as
gas diffusion backing.

2.2. Cell reversal experiment

Experiments were carried out in a circular single cell
(10 cm2) made from titanium, the cell A, in order to avoid
the effect of cell material corrosion as shown inFig. 1.
The flow field was a conventional parallel channel design
[14,15]. This figure also shows the location of the analyzed
samples in the cell; location “A” is near the fuel inlet region
and “D” and “E” are near the fuel outlet regions. For the
cell reversal experiment, fuel (hydrogen gas containing 20%
carbon dioxide) and a sufficient amount of oxidant (oxy-
gen) gases were humidified and fed to each electrode. The
cell reversal degradation experiment was conducted under
the condition of 100% fuel utilization at the current den-
sity of 345 mA/cm2 using the external direct-current power
sources. The cell was maintained at 80◦C and the operating
pressure was atmospheric. The experimental time was mea-
sured from the time when cell terminal voltage reached 0 V.

2.3. Electrochemical characterization

The fuel cell performance was evaluated by measuring
the current density against cell voltage (I–V) characteris-
tics galvanostatically using the electronic loader (Loaded
Impedance Meter SPEC 40026S, Kikusui). For the evalua-

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of single cell used for the experiment: (1)
proton exchange membrane (PEM), Nafion® 117; (2) anode; (3) cathode;
(4) current collector; (5) cell housing; (6) fuel inlet; (7) fuel outlet;
(8) oxidant inlet; (9) oxidant outlet; (10) liquid junction of 1 M H2SO4

aqueous solution when measuring individual electrode potential; (11)
reference electrode; and (A–E) location of samples for analysis.

tion of the fuel cell performance, the fuel (pure hydrogen
or 50 ppm carbon monoxide (CO) containing hydrogen gas)
and oxidant (oxygen) gases were humidified at 80◦C and
fed to each electrode at a cell temperature of 80◦C and at-
mospheric pressure. TheI–V characteristics were also mea-
sured under the condition that humidified pure hydrogen was
fed to the anode for evaluation of cathode degradation.

The cyclic voltammograms were taken in situ (in test
fuel cell fixtures) on the cathode in order to compare the
electrochemically active surface areas. A two-electrode po-
tentiostatic measurement circuit was used for the in situ
cyclic voltammetry; hydrated nitrogen was passed through
the working electrode (fuel cell cathode) compartment and
hydrated hydrogen went through the counter electrode (fuel
cell anode) compartment. The profiles were recorded at
a scan rate of 50 mV/s using an electrochemical analyzer
(BAS100B/W).

CO stripping voltammetry on the MEA anode was per-
formed. Following sufficient purging of the cathode com-
partment with nitrogen, hydrogen gas was passed through
the cathode which was used as both the counter electrode
and reference electrode. The anode was held at the adsorp-
tion potential, 150 mV versus the counter electrode (RHE),
and 1000 ppm CO in hydrogen gas was passed through the
anode. After CO adsorption for 20 min, the bulk CO was re-
moved by feeding pure nitrogen through it. Stripping voltam-
mograms were collected between 150 mV (starting poten-
tial) and 850 mV at a scan rate of 30 mV/s at room tem-
perature. Complete oxidation of the adsorbed species was
accomplished in a single scan; no oxidation was monitored
during the second scan.

For measurement of the behavior of the individual elec-
trode potentials during the cell reversal experiment, the cell
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connected to a standard hydrogen electrode by a H2SO4
electrolyte junction was used as shown inFig. 1. For this
experiment, the cell housing made from PTFE, the cell B,
was used. The current collectors were made from titanium.
The periphery of the electrode was filled with 1 M H2SO4
aqueous solution. A Viton® gasket is located between elec-
trode and H2SO4 aqueous solution. The standard hydrogen
electrode was connected to the membrane at the periphery
of the electrode by 1 M H2SO4 aqueous solution as shown
in our previous paper[16].

2.4. Characterization by TEM, EDX, and XPS

A small piece was removed from the MEA for preparation
of the TEM sample and carbon paper was peeled from both
plane of this piece. The cross-section of the MEA sample
was prepared via epoxy impregnation and ultramicrotome
sectioning using a diamond knife. Samples for the TEM ob-
servations were directly supported on a copper mesh with
a carbon micro-grid. The TEM observation was performed
using a JEOL JEM-3000F electron microscope at an accel-
erating voltage of 300 kV. The particle size distribution mea-
surements were performed on digital images using the im-
age analyzing software Image-Pro. The TEM was equipped
with a nano-EDX device for analysis of the elemental com-
position in the nanosize region.

A small piece of a MEA sample was also characterized
on a larger scale using a field emission scanning electron
microscope (SEM, JSM-6700FA, Jeol) equipped with EDX
(EX-2300BU, Jeol) for elemental analysis of the MEAs.

For the XPS measurements, a small piece removed from
the MEA and carbon paper on both sides was placed on the
sample holder. XPS measurements of the catalyst layer were
performed using a SHIMADZU ESCA-3400. Since repro-
ducible separation of the catalyst layer from the membrane
after hot-pressing is very difficult, the XPS was measured
on the back surface of the catalyst layer after separation of
the carbon paper.

3. Results and discussion

Cell reversal occurs when the fuel cell stack is loaded and
not enough fuel is supplied to the anode. Drawing excessive
current from any one cell—more than its fuel delivery can
produce—can lead to cell reversal. In this study, an exper-
iment using a single cell that mimics the cell reversal in a
stack was carried out. After the cell reversal degradation ex-
periment under the condition of 100% fuel utilization using
external direct-current power sources, various characteriza-
tions was carried out.

The potential change of the cell terminal voltage and in-
dividual electrodes during the cell reversal experiment was
measured using the cell B connected to a reference elec-
trode by an electrolyte junction. The typical time-dependent
change of the cell terminal voltage during an experiment

Fig. 2. The time-dependent changes of the anode and cathode potential
during the cell reversal experiment.

is shown in Fig. 2. In addition, this figure shows the
time-dependent change of the anode and cathode potentials
versus RHE. It was observed that the cell terminal volt-
age rapidly dropped to the negative voltage and the MEA
changes polarity due to cell reversal as soon as the experi-
ment started. After this initial rapid drop, the cell terminal
voltage showed a steady decrease with time. Cell reversal
occurred when the anode potential increased and became
more positive than the cathode potential. The anode poten-
tial quickly increased to near 1.5 V. This result indicates
that the anode potential increased until water electrolysis
occurs as soon as the experiment started since the anode
was starved of fuel[9].

Fig. 3 showsI–V curves of the cell after different exper-
imental periods during the cell reversal test using the cell
A. These curves were measured under the condition where
enough hydrogen fuel containing 50 ppm CO was supplied.
The original performance of the cell was lowered by increas-
ing the experimental time. Especially, the performance of

Fig. 3. The change in current–voltage performance of PEMFC by cell
reversal experiment: (a) before experiment; (b) after experiment for 3 min;
and (c) after experiment for 7 min.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the Pt ratio to Ru, Pt/(Ru+ Pt), of the anode
catalyst layer after the cell reversal experiment for 2 min determined by
EDX on the sample location.

the cell after cell reversal for 7 min showed the typical form
of anode CO poisoning[17]. This kind of degradation be-
havior suggests deterioration of CO tolerance by the anode
catalyst.

The carbon black supported platinum–ruthenium alloy
catalyst (PtRu/C) is the state of the art anode catalyst for
a reformed fuel gas mixture containing a small amount of
carbon monoxide, a severe poison for Pt. The cross-section
of the MEA was characterized by EDX attached to the SEM
for determining the molar composition of the noble metals
in the anode catalyst layer. The relative changes in the Pt:Ru
ratio before and after the cell reversal experiment provided
information to assess the anode catalyst degradation. The
change in the Pt:Ru ratio, Pt/(Ru+ Pt), of the PEMFC an-
ode plane under cell reversal for 2 min is shown inFig. 4.
A significant decrease in the Ru content was detected in the
region located near the fuel outlet area. The platinum ratio
increased in the direction from the fuel inlet region to the
fuel outlet region as shown in this figure. In the anode of the
PEM fuel cells operated on reformed gas for practical use,
the hydrogen concentration downstream is significantly re-
duced compared with that upstream. This change indicates
that the region where fuel starvation occurs severely suffer
from degradation in the the anode plane.

Fig. 5 shows the relative changes in the Pt:Ru ratio,
Pt/(Ru+ Pt), near the fuel outlet region before and after the
cell reversal experiment at different times. It was observed
that the platinum ratio of the anode catalyst layer clearly
increased after cell reversal. The Pt:Ru ratio of the anode
catalyst layer was also measured using the XPS as shown in
this figure. Strictly speaking, the XPS measurement might
not reflect the status of the interface between the catalyst
layer and membrane, which is the most important electro-
chemical reaction zone[18], because of measurement on
the back surface of the catalyst layer. However, the results
were similar to those measured by EDX. The values for
degraded samples measured by XPS were slightly higher
than those by EDX. Although nearly bulk information about
the catalytic active particles can be obtained by XPS since

Fig. 5. The relative changes in the Pt ratio to Ru, Pt/(Ru+ Pt), near the
fuel outlet region before and after the cell reversal experiment at different
times determined by EDX and XPS.

the particle size is very small, the higher Pt ratio measured
by XPS possibly suggests a Pt surface rich composition of
catalyst particles.

A typical TEM micrographic image of the anode catalyst
layer sample after the cell reversal experiment for 10 min
is shown in Fig. 6. The terminal voltage reached about
−1.2 V at 10 min. This TEM micrograph was recorded in
the dark field mode. The TEM image shows catalytic ac-
tive particles distributed on the surface of the carbon black
support. The best technique to determine the molar com-
position of noble metals in individual catalyst particles is
high-resolution TEM combined with nano-EDX. On-particle
nano-EDX analysis was performed to identify the Ru present
in the individual catalyst particles.Fig. 7shows platinum ra-
tios of individual catalyst particles in the fuel outlet region

Fig. 6. A typical TEM micrographic image of the anode catalyst layer
sample after the cell reversal experiment for 10 min.
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Fig. 7. The platinum ratios of individual catalyst particles in the fuel outlet
region before and after the degradation experiment for 10 min evaluated
from the on-particle EDX.

before and after the degradation experiment for 10 min eval-
uated from the on-particle EDX spectra. “Average” means
the value determined by EDX analysis in the order of a
few micrometers. The tendency of Pt-rich composition in
smaller particles can be seen for the catalyst before experi-
ment. This figure clearly shows that the Ru concentration of
individual particles decreased by cell reversal experiment.
Even particles containing no ruthenium were found. Ruthe-
nium was detected in neither the membrane nor the cath-
ode side. However, a small amount was detected with plat-
inum in the anode carbon paper. From these facts, ruthe-
nium was considered to be dissolved away during the cell
reversal experiment.Fig. 8a and bdemonstrate the particle
size distribution for the anode catalyst before and after the
degradation experiment for 10 min as determined from the
high-resolution TEM images. The particle size distribution
of the catalyst particle after the experiment became broader
than that before the experiment. The average particle size
increased from 2.64 to 4.95 nm. From these facts, Pt is also
considered to be dissolved and reprecipitated during cell re-
versal. The corrosion of the carbon support was not able to
be distinguished from this high-resolution TEM observation.

In situ CO stripping voltammetry of the MEA anode was
performed for evaluation of the anodic oxidation ability for
adsorbed CO on platinum.Fig. 9shows the time-dependent
change of the peak potential for adsorbed CO oxidation of
the degraded MEA anode determined from the CO stripping
voltammetry using cathode fed with hydrogen as the RHE.
The position of the potential corresponding to the maximum
CO stripping current density significantly depends on the
period of the cell reversal experiment. In the case of pure
platinum, the adsorbed CO layer was oxidized at a current
peak with a maximum at 640 mV versus RHE. The max-
imum CO stripping peak position shifted from the initial
value of 378 mV in the positive direction with time toward
that of the electrode made of a pure platinum electrocatalyst.
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Fig. 8. The distribution of the particle size for the anode catalyst: (a)
before and (b) after the degradation experiment for 10 min determined
from high-resolution TEM images.

This figure clearly shows that the adsorbed CO oxidation
activity was reduced by dissolution of the ruthenium in the
catalyst particles. As shown inFig. 2, the anode potential
increased as soon as the experiment started since the anode
was starved of fuel. It is known that the standard potential of
the Ru/Ru2+ couple is 0.46 V[25]. Therefore, Ru dissolu-
tion in the anode is considered to occur because of this high
anode potential. As the anode potential increases gradually
with time, platinum dissolution–redeposition also becomes
easier to occur.

Fig. 9. Experimental time-dependent change of peak potential for adsorbed
CO oxidation of degraded MEA anode determined from the CO stripping
voltammetry.
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Fig. 10. Comparison ofI–V characteristics of the cell before and after the cell reversal experiment for 10 min under the condition of a pure hydrogen
supply as the fuel.

Now the effect on the cathode is considered.Fig. 10shows
I–V curves of before and after the cell reversal experiment
for 10 min. These curves were measured under the condition
where enough pure hydrogen fuel was supplied. There can
be seen a performance loss due to the cell reversal. In the
case of pure hydrogen fuel, the anode overpotential can be
usually almost negligible without regard to Pt or PtRu as
the anode catalyst[19]. Therefore, this degradation may be
attributed to cathode degradation.

The in situ cyclic voltammetry is useful in assessing the
electrochemically active surface area of the MEA catalyst
layer[20,21]. This method was performed for comparing the
electrochemically active surface area of the fuel cell cath-
odes.Fig. 11 shows the cyclic voltammograms before and
after the cell reversal experiments. The effect of the cell re-
versal on the hydrogen adsorption and desorption features

Fig. 11. Comparison of cyclic voltammograms for cathode: (a) before
test; (b) after test for 1 s; and (c) after test for 3 min.

is shown in this figure. The hydrogen adsorption and des-
orption area, the electrochemically active surface area of the
cathode, decreased during the cell reversal experiments. It
was initially assured that the process of the cyclic voltam-
metry measurement itself was not contributing to the hy-
drogen adsorption and desorption features. Therefore, these
facts mean that the electrochemically active surface area de-
creased with the period of the cell reversal experiment and
by approximately 28% in 3 min of cell reversal. A similar
degradation phenomenon at the cathode caused by anode
fuel shortage was reported by Sanyo although details of ex-
periment were not clear[13]. It should be noticed that degra-
dation appeared on the electrochemical surface area after
only 1 s of operation under cell reversal conditions as shown
in this figure.

A TEM analysis was performed on the cathode catalyst
layer of the MEA.Fig. 12a and bshow TEM images of
the sample before and after the cell reversal experiment for
10 min. Fig. 13a and bshow the particle size distribution
of for cathode catalyst determined from the TEM images.
The average particle size increased from 2.81 to 4.04 nm.
In the sample before the experiment, the smallest detected
particles have a size of 1.0–1.5 nm as can be seen in the im-
age (Fig. 12a) and the particle size distribution (Fig. 13a).
However, these smallest particles disappeared in the image
of the sample after the cell reversal experiment (Figs. 12b
and 13b). The loss of platinum surface area through sinter-
ing or recrystallization within the porous cathode has been
proposed to be the principal reason for the decline of activity
in phosphoric acid fuel cells[22–24]. Such catalyst degra-
dation can occur through the surface migration of platinum
and platinum dissolution–redeposition with the driving force
being the high free energy of the small platinum particles.
The decrease in the electrochemically active surface area
can be linked to an increase in the platinum particle size.
As shown inFig. 2, the change in the cell terminal voltage
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Fig. 12. TEM images of the cathode catalyst before and after the cell
reversal experiment for 10 min.

Fig. 13. The particle size distribution for cathode catalyst: (a) before and
(b) after degradation experiment for 10 min determined from TEM images.

reflects the anode potential. The cathode potential was sta-
ble near 0.7 V during the experiment. Therefore, the cathode
degradation by cell reversal cannot be explained from these
measurements.

Although the severe phenomena caused by cell reversal
were clarified in these experiments, there remain unknown
reasons for the unchanged Pt ratio at the inlet area in spite
of such a high anode potential and for the degradation of the
cathode in spite of the usual cathode potential. Mitsuda and
Murahashi[11,12] reported a significant potential shift oc-
curs in the positive direction in the fuel outlet area of the an-
ode using the cell furnished with a multi-reference electrode.
Since the electrode potential measured in our experiment
is considered to indicate the average value of the electrode
plane, it is necessary to electrochemically study the potential
distribution in the anode plane by developing analysis tech-
nology suitable for PEMFC in the next investigation. Cell
reversal caused by fuel starvation results in the production of
oxygen instead of hydrogen oxidation at the anode through
the oxidation of water. Therefore, other than an electrochem-
ical reason, it is possible that generated oxygen might cause
a local heat generation, which results in the anode catalyst
degradation and also affects cathode degradation. The fact
that the operation using a thinner membrane, Nafion® 112
(2 mil thick), easily resulted in membrane breakthrough sug-
gests the effect of local heat generation. These points are the
subjects of a subsequent publication.

4. Conclusion

Degradation phenomena in electrocatalyst caused by cell
reversal during the operation under the condition of fuel star-
vation were characterized using TEM, EDX, and electro-
chemical methods. It was found that ruthenium dissolution
from individual catalyst particles occurred in the anode cat-
alyst layer. There were distributions in the Ru dissolution in
the anode plane and the area closer to the outlet region that
suffered from severer degradation. The surface area loss of
the cathode platinum particle by cell reversal was also de-
tected. The behaviors of both electrodes were measured and
anode degradation could be attributed to the high anode po-
tential. Fuel starvation caused severe and permanent damage
to the electrocatalyst of the PEMFC and it must be abso-
lutely avoided even if the operation under fuel starvation is
momentary.
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